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Beauty Forum Award 2006 

Beauty Forum Readers‘ Choice Award 2007/2008

Perfect Line (Poland) 2009

Medical Design Excellence Award (USA) 2009

Beauty Forum Readers‘ Choice Award 2009/2010

Beauty Forum Award 2010/2011

Beauty Forum Readers‘ Choice Award 2011/2012

Beauty Forum Award 2012/2013

Beauty Forum Readers‘ Choice Award 2013/2014

Beauty Forum special price der Redaktion Spa International 2014

Spa Professional Mexico 2015 Product Award for Best Spa Furniture

DERMASCOPE Aesthetician Choice Awards 2016 – Favorite Spa Equipment

ESPA innovation Award 2016 – Innovative Spa Concept

Wellness & Spa Innovation Award 2016 – Beauty & Body Care Treatments

Spa & Wellness Mexico Product Awards 2016 – Best Spa Furniture

Beauty Forum special price der Redaktion Spa International Award 2016/17

Various awards from the wellness, cosmetics and medical industries for individual products, innovative developments, 
the highest levels of quality, superb designs and the highest standards of service and warranty confirm our concept. 

Our Awards
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Made in Germany

To ensure that we do justice to the „Made by Gharieni“ label, we keep to the 
principle of „quality without compromise“. This also entails a guarantee of 
quality, as only this can offer customers transparency and security to the 
same level. To provide you with clear facts with regard to the proof of origin 
and to demonstrate that social responsibility and consumer interests are of 
great importance to us, we have undergone a costly certification process by 
TÜV NORD, and since early 2012 it has been „official“: in accordance with 
the TÜV NORD test criteria, our treatment beds and multifunction treatment 

units are now able to display the „Made in Germany“ seal! Our manufactu-
ring and administration processes are of course subject to constant quality 
checks. The comprehensive quality management of our business processes 
has been in place for over ten years now, and includes the ISO 9001 and 
ISO 13485 certifications. As a customer, this guarantees you quality of pro-
duct and equally excellent service – a combination that is otherwise very 
hard to find!

Treatment Beds and Multifunction Treatment Units
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What is characteristic about a good podiatry chair? Besides indivi-
dual aspects, some „basics“ are required which should be part of 
each treatment bed.

• The height for getting on and off is an important aspect for your 
short and physically handicapped customers; hence the low height 
should not exceed 55 cm (21.7 in).

• Modern treatment beds/ podiatry chairs are equipped with an 
entry/exit aid; that means, the seat will only incline slightly when 
entering/leaving the treatment bed/ podiatry chair.

• You should sit and stand alternately while working, so you will 
take care of your back and leg veins. Therefore, the minimum wor-
king height (on the heels) should be 120 cm (47.2 in) (ideally 140 
cm (55.1 in)). While working, the seat is inclined rearwards, so that 
the body`s centre of gravity is shifted. Moreover, your customer can 
sit more comfortably. This adjustment of the podiatry chair also 
provides optimal view to the plantar surface contact area of the feet 
while working in seated position.

• A podiatry chair must also be suitable for your heavy patients; 
so a good treatment chair has a proofed elevating force and load 
capacity of the sitting surface of 160 kg (352 lbs). Including an ad-
ditional safety margin, the lifting capacity is 200 kg (440 lbs).

• You should also pay attention for the stability of the podiatry 
chair. Only sufficient dimensions of the substructure ensure safety 
against overturning of the chair.

• Furthermore, the casing of the base as well as the back of the 
podiatry chair should be designed easy-to-clean so they always 
are completely hygienic.

• Up-to-date treatment beds/podiatry chairs are equipped with 
motors so your back is not any longer stressed by adjusting in 
bended position. The minimum equipment includes two motors for 
automatic adjustment of the height and inclination; - besides, your 
customer will enjoy a permanent comfortable and ergonomic sitting 
position only if these two motors operate synchronously.

• Comfort-treatment beds are equipped with three additional mo-
tors which allow you to control (steplessly-adjustable) the backrest 
as well as the left and the right leg rest. The wireless hand control 
panel and the foot control panel make the motors easy to control 
when you want to work with your hands free. Always ensure that 
the control panels are easy to operate. Moreover, memory posi-
tions of treatment positions can be programmed/recalled via the 
foot control panel. Relevant functions are a useful alternative from 
three motors up. The freely selectable memory positions you can 
set in this way will also make daily tasks easier.

• Treatment beds provide more safety for elderly customers when 
actuators are programmed in such a way, that the treatment bed 
is lowered at the end of treatment, then adjusted in horizontal seat 
position and finally the exit support is activated.

• Podiatry chairs with two kinds of upholsteries are available on 
the market: Upholsteries with and without seams. Seamed uphols-
teries are generally thicker, partially softer and more comfortable. 
Which kind of upholstery you choose should depend on the kind 
of foot care (rather cosmetic or rather medical type). Upholsteries 
without seams are - unequivocally - easier and more efficiently to 
disinfect so they are mandatory for the podiatric praxis due to hygi-
ene reasons.

• In addition to the standard features of podiatry chairs, many 
other extras are offered which allows you to „customise“ your podi-
atry chair according to the requests and needs of your customers.

• Laterally pivoting leg rests: To provide optimal treatment, the leg 
rests should be pivotable up to 90° to the outside, so you have 
sufficient moving space during treatment.

• Seat depth adjustment: The seat depth adjustment offers your pa-
tients greater seating comfort - regardless on the length of their legs 
- and, furthermore, the operator optimum comfort and ergonomics.

Make the right decision!
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• Length-adjustable foot rests: These foot rests provide a sitting 
comfort which is independent of the size of your patients.

• Inclinable headrest: Would you like to provide your customers 
with a more comfortable sitting (and the possibility of watching) 
during the treatment? A headrest which can be inclined forwards 
helps to support the posture of the head and avoids muscle ten-
sion. Complementary, an easy-to-install and removable neck 
cushion, which supports the cervical spine, is available for some 
podiatry chairs.

• Laterally pivoting armrests: Especially elderly people with limited 
mobility can enter a podiatry chair, which is equipped with these 
armrests, more easily. It is also important that the armrest can be 
tilted backwards by 180° when you want to transform your treat-
ment chair into a massage couch.

• Mountable collecting vessels and storage shelves enable more 
efficient and clean working procedures.

• Rotate function: A chair-axle with rotate function enables you to turn 
the complete structure of the podiatry chair (and the patient) via the 
foot lever or by hand in any desired direction; you can also lock the po-
sition when required. This function is very useful when offering many 
different treatments such as foot reflexology, paraffin treatment, etc.

• What should your treatment chair provide? Is it used for foot care 
only? Or would you like to offer additional treatments such as mas-
sages, reflex zone therapy of the feet or cosmetic applications? In 
such a case, the treatment chair must be transformable into a treat-
ment bed. Or do you want to use the treatment bed for wellness-
applications mainly and for foot care only occasionally? In such a 
case a spa table with removable footrest is recommended so that 
you have free access to the feet of your customer from all sides. 
If you want to use the treatment chair as a massage couch, make 
sure that the headrest is equipped with an extendable segment or 
an opening for the nose to ensure that your customer, when treated 
in prone position, can breathe unhindered.

In addition, there are some more aspects to consider:

• Size of the treatment room: Would it be best for you to choose 
a space-saving model? Or should it not be a problem for you to 
place a large (and therefore generally more comfortable) podiatric 
treatment bed in your treatment room? 

• Periphery of the praxis: Do you have demanding customers 
mainly, e.g. in a large modern city? Do you have to prevail against 
the competition? In such a case there are many reasons to invest 
in a more „luxurious“ model.

• But your praxis may also be situated in an area with low 
purchasing power or patients, who are interested in purposeful foot 
care only. In such a case you can dispense with some equipment-
extras.
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Upholstery

Airback
This ergonomic Lordosis support system is filled with air by 
hand pump (on some models also electrically or as triple ver-
sion). Particularly during long treatments or at customers with 
back complaints „Airback“ is appreciated.

Smart-Thermo
The intelligent Smart-Thermo heating system is integrated 
into the cushion of the couch and works with modern micro-
processor technology. During the start-up phase, it heats 
with full power to achieve a comfortable temperature on the 
surface as soon as possible. Then, it is kept constant until 
the safety switch automatically turnes off the heating after a 
predefined time. The variable parameters are adjustable via 
a programming sequence, which is initiated by a certain key 
combination. The Smart-Thermo heating system works with 
direct current and is therefore virtually free of electro-smog.

Vibro-Wellness
Vibro-Wellness is a pleasantly massaging vibration system. 6 
or 10 different vibration motors in the upholstery can be con-
trolled individually via a manual switch and work on shoulder 
(back part), seat and calves. The vibration intensity can be 
individually adjusted.

Your Logo
Couches with this option can be branded with your personal 
logo on upholstery or neck rest.

Coloured Upholstery
Our treatment beds SPL, LR, SLR and 
all beds with XP-upholstery are availa-
ble in two or three different colours on 
one upholstery. You can choose your 
favourite colour from our palette in the 
cover of this catalogue.

Headrest

XL Extension
This sophisticated alternative to the traditional head rest ena-
bles an individual adjustment to each customer: just remove 
the standard headrest and replace with the XL extension. 
Thus slim and stout people can be treated ergonomically op-
timized. Especially in the massage position the XL extension 
provides a good support for the arms. Of course, the XL ex-
tension is also adjustable by simply pulling out. Available for 
SLXP and SPL also with nose slot!

Multifunctional Mounting
for Removable Headrests
This special headrest mounting enables 
with its double hinge system a variety of 
individual settings that are impossible to 
achieve with an ordinary headrest. This  
allows, in conjunction with the optional 
head parts, nearly every conceivable 
treatment at the head. Without headrest.

Crescent Headrest
The curved headrest made from soft, 
washable polyurethane, is optimal in cos-
metic treatments, because there are only 
minimal points of contact between head 
rest and customer. Thus there is a better 
access at the neck and shoulder area. 
During treatment the client‘s head is firmly 
fixed in stable position. Can only be used 
in connection with the multi functional holder. Ideal for per-
manent make-up and chiropody/ podiatry!
Art. 48002 headrest  -,--
Art. 48005 synthetic leather cover  -,--
Art. 75236 disposable cover, 10 pieces  -,--

U-shaped headrest
Soft cushion, related with washable artifi-
cial leather. Can only be used in with the
multi functional holder headrest. Ideal for
back massage!

Art. 48001 headrest  -,--
Art. 45018 terry cover  -,--

Neck Rest Dentalax
This headrest effectively supports the the 
cervical spine during treatment. Depen-
ding on the treatment bed, the Dentalax 
is available in different variations, for ex-
ample as magnetic variation with medical 
treatment beds or adapted to the cushion 
material. By default available in white, the 
Dentalax can be optionally adapted to the 
colour of the treatment bed (available co-
lours: see colour chart).

Audio-Relax-Headrest
With integrated MP3 player in the XP-upholstery. The side
speakers guarantee a pleasant relaxing sound experience
with greatest comfort. The device itself is located outside of
the pad so it is easy to use at all times. With 50 minutes of
GEMA-free relaxation music.

Basis

Rotonde
The Rotonde function enables ro-
tation of the bed to left or right to a 
total 330°. Due to this rotation, the
customer can be placed easily 
in the ideal position during treat-
ment. The laterally mounted lever  
can be easily accessed to lock or 
unlock the turning function of the 
seat. Our hydraulic models allow a 
rotation of 360 °.

Options
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Colours Casing
Coloured casing up to three different variants available: 
white, grey or in titanium finish. Colour selection depen-
ding on model.

Special colours metal parts
Special paint of metal parts in RAL-colours on these models 
possible. The colours titan (RAL 9007), black-brown and 
white are included in the price.

WoodDecor
This WoodDecor - by default in the wengé-look or in white 
available - gives your treatment table the right look to our 
wellness line. You are able to choose your favorite decor, 
perfectly matching the style of your room. Ask for our current
chart of decor range!

Castors
Set of 4 grey, easystop castors 
with soft tread, suitable for hard 
and soft floors.
Mechanically controlled at Gha-
rieni med, SLR (standard) elec-
trically controlled LR

Foot Switch
Depending on bed model many 
of the functions can be control-
led by feet. Thus both hands are 
free for the treatment. With the 
memory foot switch all motors 
can be controlled seperately or 
even memory positions can be 
programmed and recalled.

IR Hand-Held Remote Control
For wireless operating of se-
lected Gharieni bed models, 
such as SLS Podo.

Safety Function Spline
Spline eliminates the risk of crushing by electric recline
adjustment, is used for all necessary actuators.

Override Function
The new gas spring technology BLOC-O-LIFT® with 
override function enables an adjustment of gas pressure-
supported bed parts in pulling direction of the gas spring, 
without the operation of the release lever.

9
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Individual variety

Many customers want to design their treatment rooms individually according 
to their personal taste. For this reason, with its wide range of wood décors, 
Gharieni can offer you the possibility of adapting your cabins, beds and de-
vices to your ambience.
Through wood or colour applications, for instance, it is possible for certain 
treatment towers, beds and equipment trolleys to be with each other which 
therefore combine to form a single unit.
Use the possibility of your personal cabin!

Ask about our current patterns and receive individual advice!
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Synthetic LeatherPU-Upholstery

 „Stamskin® Top“ Synthetic Leather

White 

Cream Macchiato

Pearl Macadamia Black Platinum Metallique Azure 

Atoll Ciel Amazon Pistache 

Choco White 

Saffron Orange Rouge Choco 

Ferrari-White Beige Cream Capuccino Brown 

Bordeaux Terracotta Ferrari Orange Green Vert 

Light Grey 

Dark Grey Macchiato 

Light Blue Ocean Purple Lilac Aubergine Dark Blue 

Matt Black

Gharieni Colour Chart 

Serge Ferrari Colour Chart

„Stamskin® One“
Synthetic Leathe

Macchiato 

Designed to resist the harshest environments (outdoor, me-
dical, contract, yachting, etc.), Stamskin One offers excep-
tional technical qualities and a unique finish.

Stamskin One ensures even easier cleaning and disinfec-
tion thanks to Elastomère Serge Ferrari technology. This 
specific formulation is insensitive to oils (massage oils, sun 
cream, etc.), body fluids and alcohols (detergents), and also 
offers improved breathability.

11
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Exquisite terry products indicate, that you place great importance on com-
fort in your massage studio or Spa. First-class production guarantees the 
exquisite design, perfect manufacture and  - of course - high quality materi-
als of our compress cloths, facial cleansing cloths and towels as well as of 
our upholstery-covers. The selected material convinces through its comfort-
able grip, extreme absorbency and wonderful, comfortable skin sensation. 
In addition, the fabrics and covers including their borders and logos will keep 
form and size. Top quality colouring guarantees demanding colour nuances 
of highest quality and stability.
As we provide these offers you can take advantage of receiving cloths/
towels and covers as well as velour cloths and cotton sheets from a single 
source. 
So, not only the quality is right! Moreover, the coherent presentation of your 
Spa/institute is enabled. Please use our Wellness- & Medical-Accessories 
Catalogue to receive further information about our terry products.

Our covers, which are specially-manufactured for our patient chairs, will 
perfectly protect your working devices from dirt and heavy use. Due to the 
high-quality material machine laundry (max. 60° C) for hygienic cleaning is 
thus possible. Internal elastic bands keep the single sections exactly in the 
right position. All functions of the treatment bed will continue working.

Our covers are available in three different colours: White, Choco and Crème.

It would be best if you order the relevant cover when purchasing the treat-
ment bed. Our team will be happy to advise you.

The Right Cover for 
Your Gharieni Bed.

13
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The Gharieni cosmetics beds are both functional and flexible. The 
sitting surfaces are multi-adjustable and can be controlled with a 
hand-held switch. Depending on the model of bed, up to eight po-
sitions can be saved using the memory function. The high quality 
actuators from Linak are equipped with the “Spline” safety function 
which prevents the risk of crushing on moving parts. With non-mo-
torised bed parts, Stabilus gas pressure springs ensure simple ad-
justment with little effort.

The design of the beds was configured taking ergonomic factors 
into account. Numerous well thought out details such as the optio-
nal Rotonde turning function make working easier. The extendable 
head and foot sections offer comfort to customers of all body size.
The spa beds are fitted with white Gharieni synthetic leather 
upholstery as standard. In addition to the standard equipment you 
are also able to choose from a wide range of colours here. These 
are provided on the back cover of the catalogue.
Select your favourites from the Gharieni colour palette or from the 
exclusive Ferrari Stamskin Top Collection! On some models of beds 
you can combine up to three different colours for your personal bed.

The casing is made out of robust, easy care and colour-fast plastic. 
On almost all models it is available both in the standard white and 
also in titanium.

You can view the options available for configuring your bed in the 
options table for the corresponding beds. Please find explanations 
of the individual options on the back cover of the catalogue. You can 
find an extensive list of accessories at the end of the relevant bed 
section, and in our „Wellness & Medical Accessories“ catalogue.

330° Rotonde 
function
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Treatment Beds
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SLS Podo
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Pictures show extra equipment!

Gharieni SLS Podo

three or five motors // inclination of height, back and seat via motor 
adjustable // legrest via pneumatic spring or motor adjustable (de-
pending on model) // complete PU-seat covering or with artificial 
leather seat cover // rotatable seat with locking break // telescopic 
legrests // inclinable headrest (backwards/forwards) with integrated 
opening for the nose // foldable armrests // upholstery covers of 
seat and back section replaceable via click-system // control via 
manual control switch // up to nine treatment positions programma-
ble // food control panel (optional) // complies with the requirements 
specified by EN 60601-1

height: 49 cm (in inclined position)  - 95 cm // length: 179 cm - 202 cm 
// width with/without armrests: 61 / 85 cm // rotation angle: +/- 100°  // 
rotation angle legs: 90° // inclination of lying surface: 25° // elevating 
force*: 160 kg // load capacity of the sitting surface*: 160 kg

height: 19.3 in (in inclined position)  - 37.4 in // length: 70.5 in -  
79.5 in // width with/without armrests: 24.0 / 33.5 in // rotation angle: 
+/- 100° // rotation angle legs: 90° // inclination of lying surface: 25° 
// elevating force*: 352 lbs // load capacity of the sitting surface*: 
352 lbs 
* Values include a safety factor. 

SLS Podo 5 from  -,--
5 actuators // completely electric

19All prices excl. VAT + shipping // Sale only to commercial customers!
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Podologists of praxis Dr. Scholz, various treatment positions with the 
Hybrid-Module and the podiatry chair SLS
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SPL Podo Soft

Gharieni SPL Podo Soft

SPL-technology with super-soft upholstery incl. mechanical Air-
back // completely electrically operated // three or five electrical-
powered fast motors // inclination of height, back and seat via motor 
adjustable // legrests via pneumatic spring or motor adjustable 
(depending on model) // ergonomic soft PU-upholstery or artificial 
leather upholstery // telescopic footrest and headrest // three or four 
freely selectable memory positions // manual switch // Spline safety 
function // also available as cosmetic version

height: 59 cm - 100 cm // length:  144 cm - 203 cm // width without/
with armrests: 62 / 80 cm // elevating force*: 160 kg // load capacity 
of the sitting surface*: 160 kg

height: 23.2 in - 39.4 in // length: 56.7 in - 79.9 in // width without/
with armrests: 24.4 / 31.5 in // elevating force*: 352 lbs // load capa-
city of the sitting surface*: 352 lbs
* Values include a safety factor. 

SPL Podo 3 Soft from  -,--
electrical height, back and tilt adjustment  // leg section adjustable 
with pneumatic spring // 4 memory positions

SPL Podo 5 Soft from  -,--
5 actuators // completely electric // 3 memory positions
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Pictures show extra equipment!

Options 

Electrical Airback: electro-pneumatic lumbar support 
system of the upholstery -,--

Smart-thermo heating system -,--

Vibro-wellness: gentle vibration system with a range of 
different settings    -,--

Colour upholstery: up to 2 different colours possible, 
synthetic leather or PU as standard, per colour
Synthetic leather Ferrari Stamskin Top, per colour

 -,--
-,--

Multifunctional mounting without headrest: is required in 
order to attach the separately available crescent or 
U shaped headrest

-,--

XL widening: attachment to widen the bed in the upper 
back section -,--

Coloured XL widening: max. 2 different colours possible
Synthetic leather as standard, per colour
Synthetic leather Ferrari Stamskin Top, per colour

-,--
-,--

Audio-relax headrest: with built-in loudspeakers to 
connect to standard players -,--

Rotonde 330° (for access which is approx. 2 cm  / 0,8 in 
higher): sitting surface that can be swivelled by 330° -,--

Colour casing: casing in titanium -,--

Castor set, with brakes Art. 73006 -,--

Foot switch: to control the basic functions -,--

23All prices excl. VAT + shipping // Sale only to commercial customers!
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SPL Podo

Gharieni SPL Podo

three or five motors // inclination of height, back and seat electrical-
ly powered // legrests via pneumatic spring or motor adjustable (de-
pending on model) // overall ergonomic artificial leather upholstery 
incl. mechanical Airback // telescopic footrests and headrest // 
three or four freely selectable memory positions // manual switch // 
Spline safety function // also available as cosmetic version

height: 55 cm - 96 cm // length: 144 cm - 203 cm // width without/
with armrests: 62 / 80 cm // elevating force*: 160 kg // load capacity 
of the sitting surface*: 160 kg

height: 21.7 in - 37.8 in // length: 56.7 in - 79.9 in // width without/with 
armrests: 24.4 / 31.5 in // elevating force*: 352 lbs // load capacity of 
the sitting surface*: 352 lbs
* Values include a safety factor. 

SPL Podo 3  from  -,--
electrical height, back and tilt adjustment  // leg section adjustable 
with pneumatic spring // 4 memory positions

  
SPL Podo 5 from  -,--
5 actuators // completely electric // 3 memory positions
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Pictures show extra equipment!

Options 

Electrical Airback: electro-pneumatic lumbar support 
system of the upholstery -,--

Smart-thermo heating system -,--

Vibro-wellness: gentle vibration system with a range of 
different settings    -,--

Coloured upholstery: max. 3 different colours possible
Synthetic leather as standard, per colour
Synthetic leather Ferrari Stamskin Top, per colour  -,--

-,--

Logo embroidery: depending on effort -,--

Multifunctional mounting without headrest: is required in 
order to attach the separately available crescent or 
U shaped headrest

-,--

XL widening: attachment to widen the bed in the upper 
back section -,--

Coloured XL widening: max. 2 different colours possible
Synthetic leather as standard, per colour
Synthetic leather Ferrari Stamskin Top, per colour

-,--
-,--

Audio-relax headrest: with built-in loudspeakers to 
connect to standard players -,--

Rotonde 330° (for access which is approx. 2 cm / 0,8 in 
higher): sitting surface that can be swivelled by 330° -,--

Colour casing: casing in titanium -,--

Castor set, with brakes Art. 73006 -,--

Foot switch: to control the basic functions -,--

25All prices excl. VAT + shipping // Sale only to commercial customers!
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SL XP Podo

Gharieni SL XP Podo

up to three motors // overall ergonomic artificial leather upholstery 
incl. mechanical Airback // telescopic footrests and headrest // three 
freely selectable memory positions // manual switch // Spline safety 
function // also available as cosmetic version

height: 59 cm - 90 cm // length: 144 cm - 204 cm //  width without/
with armrests: 62 / 80 cm //  elevating force SL XP 1+2 / 3*: 135 / 
160 kg // load capacity of the sitting surface*: 160 kg

height: 23.2 in - 35.4 in // length: 56.7 in - 80.3 in // width without/
with armrests: 24.4 / 31.5 in //  elevating force SL XP 1+2 / 3*: 297 / 
352 lbs // load capacity of the sitting surface*: 352 lbs
* Values include a safety factor. 

SL XP Podo 1 from  -,--
electrical height adjustment / tilting, back and leg section adjusta-
ble with pneumatic spring

SL XP Podo 2 from  -,--
electrical height adjustment and choice of back or tilt setting // Rest 
adjustable with pneumatic spring

SL XP Podo 3 from  -,--
electrical height, back and tilt adjustment  // leg section adjustable 
with pneumatic spring 
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Optionen 

Airback technology: pneumatic lumbar support system in 
the upholstery incl.

Smart-thermo heating system -,--

Vibro-wellness: gentle vibration system with a range of 
different settings    -,--

Coloured upholstery: max. 3 different colours possible
Synthetic leather as standard, per colour
Synthetic leather Ferrari Stamskin Top, per colour  -,--

-,--

Logo embroidery: depending on effort -,--

XL widening: attachment to widen the bed in the upper 
back section -,--

Coloured XL widening: max. 2 different colours possible
Synthetic leather as standard, per colour
Synthetic leather Ferrari Stamskin Top, per colour

-,--
-,--

Audio-relax headrest: with built-in loudspeakers to 
connect to standard players -,--

Rotonde 330° (for access which is approx. 2 cm / 0.8 in 
higher): sitting surface that can be swivelled by 330° -,--

Colour casing: casing in titanium -,--

Castor set, with brakes Art. 73006 -,--

Foot switch: to control the basic functions -,--
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SL XP Podo-Hydraulic
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Gharieni SL XP Podo-Hydraulic

without electronics // hydraulic height adjustment // 360°-rotatable 
seat // overall ergonomic comfort-upholstery // artificial leather sur-
face // telescopic footrests and headrest // four pneumatic-operated 
adjustment options for inclination, backrest, legrests // also availa-
ble as cosmetic version

height: 63 cm - 83 cm // length: 144 cm - 203 cm // width without/
with armrests: 62 / 80 cm

height: 24.8 in - 32.7 in // length: 56.7 in - 79.9 in // width without/
with armrests: 24.4 / 31.5 in

SL XP Podo-Hydraulic   from  -,--

Options 

Airback technology: pneumatic lumbar support system in 
the upholstery incl.

Coloured upholstery: max. 3 different colours possible
Synthetic leather as standard, per colour
Synthetic leather Ferrari Stamskin Top, per colour  -,--

-,--

Logo embroidery: depending on effort -,--

XL widening: attachment to widen the bed in the upper 
back section -,--

Coloured XL widening: max. 2 different colours possible
Synthetic leather as standard, per colour
Synthetic leather Ferrari Stamskin Top, per colour

-,--
-,--

Audio-relax headrest: with built-in loudspeakers to 
connect to standard players -,--

Rotonde 360°: um 360° drehbare Sitzfläche incl.

Colour casing: casing in titanium -,--

Castor set, with brakes Art. 73006 -,--
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LR Podo

Gharieni LR Podo

with five motors // lifting column supported treatment bed // anato-
mically contoured and one-piece-made artificial leather upholstery 
incl. mechanical Tripple-Airback // inclination of height, backrest, 
legrests and seat electrically adjustable // three programmable me-
mory positions // manual switch // different versions of armrests ap-
plicable (optional) // removable armrests // narrow width of the back 
section enables flexible working // compact base // also available as 
cosmetic version

height: 56 cm - 80 cm // length: 151 cm - 215 cm // width without 
armrests: 61 cm // elevating force*: 200 kg // load capacity of the 
sitting surface*: 200 kg

height: 22.0 in - 31.5 in // length: 59.4 in - 84.6 in // width without 
armrests: 24.0 in // elevating force*: 440 lbs // load capacity of the 
sitting surface*: 440 lbs
* Values include a safety factor. 

Treatment bed LR // without armrests from  -,--

Armrests, narrow
54 x 8 cm (21.3 x 3.1 in) // upholstered
pair Art. 44001  -,--

Armrests, wide
54 x 12 cm (17.7 x 4.7 in) // seamless, from PU
pair Art. 44002  -,--
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Option:
XL Headrest

Options 

Triple-Airback-Technik: elektro-pneumatisches 3-Zonen-
Lordosen-Unterstützungssystem des Polsters -,--

Smart-thermo heating system -,--

Vibro-wellness: gentle vibration system with a range of 
different settings    -,--

Coloured upholstery: max. 3 different colours possible
Synthetic leather as standard, per colour
Synthetic leather Ferrari Stamskin Top, per colour  -,--

-,--

Logo embroidery: depending on effort -,--

Multifunctional mounting without headrest: is required 
in order to attach the separately available crescent or U 
shaped headrest

-,--

XL widening: attachment to widen the bed in the upper 
back section -,--

Coloured XL widening: max. 2 different colours possible
Synthetic leather as standard, per colour
Synthetic leather Ferrari Stamskin Top, per colour

-,--
-,--

Colour casing: casing in titanium -,--

Electrically retractable castors -,--

Foot switch: to control the basic functions -,--
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Lina Select Podo

Gharieni Lina Select Podo

extendable and removable head and foot section // two actuators 
for electric height and tilt adjustment // pneumatic adjustment for 
lower extremities // ergonomic artificial leather upholstery incl. me-
chanical Airback // foldable armrests with double-sided upholstery
foot control panel // Spline safety function

height: 54 cm – 96 cm // access height: 54 cm // max. height heel 
pad: 134 cm // length: max. 202 cm // width with/without armrests: 
80 cm / 62 cm // lifting capacity: 200 kg // load capacity of the seat: 
250 kg

height: 21.2 in – 37.8 in // access height: 21.2 in // max. height heel 
pad: 52.7 in // length: max. 79.5 in // width with/without armrests: 
31.5 in / 24.4 in // lifting capacity: 440 lbs // load capacity of the 
seat: 551 lbs
   

Lina Select Static
treatment bed with fixed base for maximum stability and legroom

Lina Select Wood
filigree foot with wood decor

Lina Select Alu 
aluminium-covered foot // with wood or imitation leather applica-
tions on the sides

Lina Select 2 

2 actuators for electric height and tilt adjustment // pneumatic ad-
justment for lower extremities
 
Lina Select Static from  -,--
Lina Select Wood from  -,--
Lina Select Alu from  -,--

Lina Select 5 

5 actuators, completely electric 

Lina Select Static from  -,--
Lina Select Wood from  -,--
Lina Select Alu from  -,--
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Lina Select Alu

Lina Select Wood

Lina Select Static

Lina Select with
soft upholstery

Options 

Smart-thermo heating system -,--

Soft upholstery: -,--

Coloured upholstery: max. 2 different colours possible
Synthetic leather as standard, per colour
Synthetic leather Ferrari Stamskin Top, per colour

 -,--
-,--

Logo embroidery: depending on effort -,--

XL widening: attachment to widen the bed in the upper 
back section -,--

Coloured XL widening: max. 2 different colours possible
Synthetic leather as standard, per colour
Synthetic leather Ferrari Stamskin Top, per colour

-,--
-,--

Audio-relax headrest: with built-in loudspeakers to 
connect to standard players -,--

Castor set, with brakes Art. 73006 -,--

Foot switch: to control the basic functions -,--
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PLS Podo XP

Gharieni PLS Podo XP

two motors for height and inclination adjustment // backrest adjust-
able up to horizontal position via a Stabilus pneumatic spring // ad-
justable and telescopic legrests via pneumatic spring // low entry 
position (up to 46 cm/18.1 in, depending on model) // swivel-mount-
ed armrests (backwards) // base model: white upholstery, light-grey 
casing, seat width 49 cm/19.3 in // inclinable headrest // foot control 
panel as standard 
 
height: 46 cm* / 49.5 - 84 cm // length max.: 200 cm // width without/
with armrests: 49 / 68 cm // max. working height at the heel: 124 cm 
// inclination of seat: 25° // elevating force**: 160 kg // load capacity 
of the sitting surface**: 160 kg

height: 18.1 in* / 19.5 - 33.1 in // length max.: 78.7 in // width without/
with armrests: 19.3 / 26.8 in // max. working height at the heel: 48.8 
in // inclination of seat: 25° // elevating force**: 352 lbs // load capa-
city of the sitting surface**: 352 lbs
*   46 cm (18.1 in) in combination with memory-entry/exit package only 
**  Values include a safety factor

PLS Podo 2 XP  from  -,--
with foot control, grey casing and white upholstery

Options 

Smart-thermo heating system  
(not for adjustable seat) -,--

Vibro-wellness: gentle vibration system with a range of 
different settings 
(not for adjustable seat)

-,--

Coloured upholstery: max. 3 different colours possible
Synthetic leather as standard, per colour
Synthetic leather Ferrari Stamskin Top, per colour  -,--

-,--

Audio-relax headrest: with built-in loudspeakers to 
connect to standard players -,--

Rotonde +/- 105°: 
um +/- 105° rotating seat -,--

Colour casing: casing in titanium -,--

Foot switch: to control the basic functions incl.
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Extra options // PLS Podo XP  

Upholstery seat (medium: 57 cm / 22.5 in) -,--

Armrest, upholstery from standard-collection instead of PU -,--

Armrest, upholstery from Ferrari-Collection instead of PU -,--

Legs, pivotable by 90° to the outside -,--

Manually-adjustable seat depth from 43 to 51 cm / 17 to 20 in
 (in 4 steps) -,--

Bundled offer: 2 memory positions; entry/exit aid 
incl. lock-function -,--

Additional control unit, simple (manual switch only) -,--

Additional control unit, comfort incl. cable 
(memory package only) -,--

Apparatus for collecting trays, double-sided -,--

Collecting tray, 1 pc. -,--

Apparatus for telescopic footrests, double-sided -,--

Footrests, 2 pc. -,--
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PLS Podo Comfort

Options 

Smart-thermo heating system  
(not for adjustable seat) -,--

Vibro-wellness: gentle vibration system with a range of 
different settings 
(not for adjustable seat)

-,--

Coloured upholstery: max. 2 different colours possible
Synthetic leather as standard, per colour
Synthetic leather Ferrari Stamskin Top, per colour  -,--

-,--

Audio-relax headrest: with built-in loudspeakers to 
connect to standard players -,--

Rotonde +/- 105°: 
um +/- 105° rotating seat -,--

Colour casing: casing in titanium -,--

Foot switch: to control the basic functions incl.

Gharieni PLS Podo Comfort

two motors for height and inclination adjustment // backrest adjust-
able up to horizontal position via a Stabilus pneumatic spring // in-
clinable headrest // adjustable and telescopic legrests via pneumatic 
spring // low entry position (up to 46 cm /18.1 in, depending on mod-
el) // swivel-mounted armrests (backwards) // base model: white up-
holstery, light-grey casing, seat width 49 cm (19.3 in) // foot control 
panel as standard 
 
height: 46 cm* / 49.5 - 84 cm // length max.: 200 cm // width without/
with armrests: 49 / 68 cm // max. working height at the heel: 124 cm 
// inclination of seat: 25° // elevating force**: 160 kg // load capacity 
of the sitting surface**: 160 kg

height: 18.1 in* / 19.5 - 33.1 in // length max.: 78.7 in // width without/
with armrests: 19.3 / 26.8 in // max. working height at the heel: 48.8 
in // inclination of seat: 25° // elevating force**: 352 lbs // load capa-
city of the sitting surface**: 352 lbs
*   46 cm (18.1 in) in combination with memory-entry/exit package only
**  Values include a safety factor

PLS Podo 2 Comfort  from  -,--
with foot control, grey casing and white upholstery
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Extra options // PLS Podo Comfort  

Upholstery seat (medium: 57 cm / 22.5 in) -,--

Armrest, upholstery from standard-collection instead of PU -,--

Armrest, upholstery from Ferrari-Collection instead of PU -,--

Legs, pivotable by 90° to the outside -,--

Manually-adjustable seat depth from 43 to 51 cm / 17 to 20 in
(in 4 steps) -,--

Bundled offer: 2 memory positions; entry/exit aid 
incl. lock-function -,--

Additional control unit, simple (manual switch only) -,--

Additional control unit, comfort incl. cable 
(memory package only) -,--

Apparatus for collecting trays, double-sided -,--

Collecting tray, 1 pc. -,--

Apparatus for telescopic footrests, double-sided -,--

Footrests, 2 pc. -,--
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Options 

Smart-thermo heating system  
(not for adjustable seat) -,--

Vibro-wellness: gentle vibration system with a range of 
different settings 
(not for adjustable seat)

-,--

Coloured upholstery: 1 colour possible
Synthetic leather as standard, per colour
Synthetic leather Ferrari Stamskin Top, per colour  -,--

-,--

Audio-relax headrest: with built-in loudspeakers to 
connect to standard players -,--

Rotonde +/- 105°: 
um +/- 105° rotating seat -,--

Colour casing: casing in titanium -,--

Foot switch: to control the basic functions incl.

Extra options // PLS Podo Basic  

Armrest, upholstery from standard-collection instead of PU -,--

Armrest, upholstery from Ferrari-Collection instead of PU -,--

Legs, pivotable by 90° to the outside -,--

Manually-adjustable seat depth from 43 to 51 cm / 17 to 20 in
 (in 4 steps) -,--

Bundled offer: 2 memory positions; entry/exit aid 
incl. lock-function -,--

Additional control unit, simple (manual switch only) -,--

Additional control unit, comfort incl. cable 
(memory package only) -,--

Apparatus for collecting trays, double-sided -,--

Collecting tray, 1 pc. -,--

Apparatus for telescopic footrests, double-sided -,--

Footrests, 2 pc. -,--

Gharieni PLS Podo Basic

two motors for height and inclination adjustment // backrest adjust-
able up to horizontal position via a Stabilus pneumatic spring // ad-
justable and telescopic legrests via pneumatic spring // low entry 
position (up to 46 cm (18.1 in), depending on model) // swivel-mount-
ed armrests (backwards) // base model: white upholstery, light-grey 
casing, seat width 49 cm (19.3 in) // foot control panel as standard
 
height: 46 cm* / 49.5 - 84 cm // length max.: 200 cm // width without/
with armrests: 49 / 68 cm // max. working height at the heel: 124 cm 
// inclination of seat: 25° // elevating force**: 160 kg // load capacity 
of the sitting surface**: 160 kg

height: 18.1 in* / 19.5 - 33.1 in // length max.: 78.7 in // width without/
with armrests: 19.3 / 26.8 in // max. working height at the heel: 48.8 
in // inclination of seat: 25° // elevating force**: 352 lbs // load capa-
city of the sitting surface**: 352 lbs
*    46 cm (18.1 in) in combination with memory-entry/exit package only 
**  Values include a safety factor

PLS Podo 2 Basic  from  -,--
with foot control, grey casing and white upholstery
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Mobility at all sides:

Arm with tray for instruments/devices, a light therapy lamp - or both 
// installable on the left as well as on right side 

Prices upon request

Gharieni PLS Podo Hydraulic

entry height approx. 59 cm (23.2 in) // working height of 110 cm (43.3 
in) at maximum inclination // backrest, legrests and inclination sepa-
rately adjustable via pneumatic spring // telescopic legrests // swivel-
mounted armrests (backwards) // white upholstery as standard

height: 59 - 79 cm // width without/with armrests: 49 / 68 cm //  
max. working height at the heel:  120 cm // inclination of seat: 25°

height: 23.2 - 31.1 in // width without/with armrests: 19.3 / 26.8 in //  
max. working height at the heel:  47.2 in // inclination of seat: 25°

PLS Podo Hydraulic  from  -,--

Extra options // PLS Podo Hydraulic  

Comfort-upholstery with inclinable headrest -,--

XP-upholstery with Airback-lumbar support, inclinable headrest -,--

Wider Comfort and XP upholstery (medium: 57 cm / 22.5 in) -,--

Armrest, upholstery from standard-collection instead of PU -,--

Armrest, upholstery from Ferrari-Collection instead of PU -,--

Legs, pivotable by 90° to the outside -,--

Manually-adjustable seat depth from 43 to 51 cm / 17 to 20 in
 (in 4 steps) -,--

Apparatus for collecting trays, double-sided -,--

Collecting tray, 1 pc. -,--

Apparatus for telescopic footrests, double-sided -,--

Footrests, 2 pc. -,--

Options 

Coloured upholstery: 1 colour possible
Synthetic leather as standard, per colour
Synthetic leather Ferrari Stamskin Top, per colour  -,--

-,--
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Gharieni SPLmed

suitable for medical applications // complies with the requirements 
specified by EN 60601-1 // four or five motors // height, backrest and 
legrest(s) electrically powered // up to eight freely-selectable me-
mory functions // manual switch with lock-function // additional foot 
control panel optional available // with one-piece as well as with two-
piece legrest available // Spline safety function

height*: 55 cm - 96 cm // length: 144 cm - 203 cm // width without/
with armrests: 62 / 80 cm //  elevating force*:  160 kg // load capacity 
of the sitting surface*: 160 kg

height*: 21.7 in - 37.8 in // length: 56.7 in - 79.9 in //  width without/
with armrests: 24.4 / 31.5 in //  elevating force*:  352 lbs // load capa-
city of the sitting surface*: 352 lbs
* Values include a safety factor.  

SPLmed 4 from  -,--
with 4 actuators // completely electric // one-piece legrest

SPLmed 5  from  -,--
with 5 actuators // completely electric // two-piece legrest
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SPLmed

SPLmed Podo

Options 

Coloured upholstery: max. 3 different colours possible
Synthetic leather as standard, per colour
Synthetic leather Ferrari Stamskin Top, per colour  -,--

-,--

Multifunctional mounting without headrest: is required in 
order to attach the separately available crescent or 
U shaped headrest

-,--

XL widening: attachment to widen the bed in the upper 
back section -,--

Coloured XL widening: max. 2 different colours possible
Synthetic leather as standard, per colour
Synthetic leather Ferrari Stamskin Top, per colour

-,--
-,--

Rotonde 330° (for access which is approx. 2 cm / 0.8 in 
higher): sitting surface that can be swivelled by 330° -,--

Colour casing: casing in titanium -,--

Castor set, with brakes Art. 73006 -,--

Foot switch with memory function: to control basic 
functions -,--
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SLR Special
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Gharieni SLR Special

completely electrically-powered treatment bed with eight memory po-
sitions // manual switch // Spline safety function // titanium-look base 
of robust steel construction // stainless steel elements // extractable 
casters via lever mechanism // lying surface without seams // telesco-
pic footrests and headrest/ steplessly-adjustable neck support via 
magnets // equipped with lumbar support Airback as standard // diffe-
rent versions of armrests and thigh supports available 

height: approx. 54 (approx. 47 cm in tilted position) - 83 cm // length: 
186 - 205 cm // width without armrests: 61cm // elevating force*: 160 
kg // load capacity of the sitting surface*: 180 kg

height: approx. 21.3 (approx. 18.5 in in tilted position) - 32.7 in // 
length: 73.2 - 80.7 in // width without armrests: 24.0 in // elevating 
force*: 352 lbs // load capacity of the sitting surface*: 396 lbs
* Values include a safety factor. 

 
SLR Special // without armrests from   -,--

Wide armrests
54 x 12 cm (21.3 x 4.7 in) // seamless, from PU
pair Art. 44002  -,--

Options 

Airback technology: pneumatic lumbar support system in 
the upholstery incl.

Coloured upholstery: 1 colour possible
Synthetic leather as standard, per colour
Synthetic leather Ferrari Stamskin Top, per colour  -,--

-,--

Multifunctional mounting without headrest: is required in 
order to attach the separately available crescent or 
U shaped headrest

-,--

manually retractable castors incl.
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MLK Physio

Gharieni MLK Physio

with lowerable armrests // especially developed for physiothera-
peutic purposes // two-part lying surface // headrest and armrests 
adjustable with gas springs  //  two actuators for height adjustment 
and postural drainage position up to 28°

height: 61 cm - 91 cm // length: 200 cm // width: 70 cm // length 
headrest: 45 cm // length upper lying surface: 50 cm // length lower 
lying surface: 105 cm // elevating force*: 135 kg // load capacity of 
the bed surface*: 160 kg

height: 24.0 in - 35.8 in // length: 78.7 in // width: 27.6 in // length 
headrest: 17.7 in // length upper lying surface: 19.7 in // length lower 
lying surface: 41.3 in // elevating force*: 297 lbs // load capacity of 
the bed surface*: 352 lbs
* Values include a safety factor. 

MLK Physio from  -,--
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Options 

Smart-thermo heating system -,--

Coloured upholstery: 1 colour possible
Synthetic leather as standard, per colour
Synthetic leather Ferrari Stamskin Top, per colour  -,--

-,--

Logo embroidery: depending on effort -,--

Colour casing: casing in titanium -,--

Castor set, with brakes Art. 73006 -,--

Foot switch: to control the basic functions -,--
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Art. 46005

Art. 42006/40

Art. 42005/40

Art. 42005/60

Art. 42064

Art. 42020

Art. 42017

Art. 42006/60

Art. 42065
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Art. 42020

Art. 42017

Neck Support Dentalax 
anatomical support of the neck vertebra // white or in colour // incl. 
Velcro®

Art. 46005 from  -,--
Colour surcharge  -,--

Hygiene-Paper Roll 
9 pc., 50 x 0.5 m each // every approx. 37 cm (14.6 in) perforated
Art. 42065   up to 8 pc.   -,-- 
Art. 42065   from 9 pc.   -,--

Roll Holder Incl. 1 Paper Roll 
Art. 42064  -,--

Manicure Bowl 
Art. 42020  -,--

Holder For Manicure Bowl
Art. 42017  -,--

Bolster/Knee Rolls 
white // semi-cylindrical // 40 cm (15.7 in) 
Art. 42006/40  -,-- 
white // semi-cylindrical // 60 cm (23.6 in) 
Art. 42006/60  -,--
white //  cylindrical // 40 cm (15.7 in) 
Art. 42005/40  -,--
white // cylindrical // 60 cm (23.6 in) 
Art. 42005/60  -,--

Hygiene - Collecting Device 
(for SL & SPL Podo)
Practical accessory for your Podo treatment 
bed. A collecting device is installed instead of 
the telescopic foot rest - either as a standard 
factory installation or as an add-on kit availa-
ble. The collecting device can be removed at 
any time so you can reinstall the foot rest. Es-
pecially useful, hygienic and time-saving when 
working with the „wet“ method. 40 hygiene-
bags are included.
Art. 42063  -,--
 
40 hygiene-bags     
Art. 42060  -,--

Footrest
chrome-plated sheet steel // protects the casing // for PLS, SLXP 
and SLS
footrest  -,--

Footrests for Podiatry Chairs
as an alternative to the standard foot parts // cylindrical shape // 
enables numerous support options // suitable for almost all Gharieni 
podiatry chairs (except PLS)
Art. 47000   pair   -,--

We recommend for the cleaning of 
our treatment beds/chairs:

Mikrozid Sensitive (without figure)
without alcohol // especially gentle // effective against bacteria, 
fungi and viruses (e.g. HBV, HIV, rota, vaccinia) 
Wipes
Art. 79418  -,--
Liquid
Art. 79417  -,--

oro® 
Artificial Leather Cleaner
cleanses and cares all seat covers and other surface made of arti-
ficial leather // when using the oro® artificial leather cleaner and the 
supplied special sponge simultaneously even persistent contami-
nation and discolouration can be removed quickly 
Art. 79444  -,--
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K9 Furniture Series
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K9 Cosmetics Trolley K9 Laundry Trolley

K9 Washbasin Cabinet

Gharieni K9 Laundry Trolley

for storing dirty laundry // easy to empty with big feeder slot // wa-
shing requiring laundry easily removed through big front cover 
// drawer with tip-on technology // rubber castors for pushing // 
available in a choice of décors

height: 81.5 cm // width: 66 cm // depth: 43 cm

height: 32.1 in // width: 26.0 in // depth: 16.9 in

Laundry trolley from  -,--

Gharieni K9 Cosmetics Trolley

understated elegance // four spacious drawers // smooth sliding of
the drawers via “tip on automatic” // attractive handle for pushing 
the furniture // cushioned castors // available in different décors

height: 81.5 cm // width: 66 cm // depth: 43 cm

height: 32.1 in // width: 26.0 in // depth: 16.9 in

Cosmetics trolley from  -,--

Gharieni K9 Washbasin Cabinet

flexible and elegant // three sections for towels, wide range of tools,
dirty laundry and much more // Installation of a basin possible // can
be arranged individually // in a range of décors

height: 77 cm // width: 176.5 cm // depth: 50 cm

height: 30.3 in // width: 69.5 in // depth: 19.7 in

Washbasin cabinet from  -,--
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K10 Furniture Series

Gharieni K10 Furniture Series 

The new furniture series K 10 is the innovative further development 
of the successful K 9series. K 10 is designed as a modular system 
with a gap-free surface, which covers the single elements and en-
closes them like a frame. The K 10 series provides a perfect and 
aesthetic organization system for your treatment room.
The basic module is available in three variants relevant to your 
needs and the size of your treatment room: for two, three or four 
individually customised built-in modules with a width of 107 cm to 
207 cm (81.5 in).  You can also choose the built-in modules - a 
drawer module, a cabinet module and a base cabinet module - re-
levant to your needs.

Furthermore, a particularly practical feature is the perfectly inte-
grable treatment unit Spa Trolley HST K 10-Module. This module 
is equipped with soundless low-friction rollers and can easily be 
pulled out for treatment and closed after treatment. The Spa Trolley 
HST is equipped with a stowable evaporator incl. herb-apparatus. 
The integrated FDS (Foam Detecting System) switches off the eva-
porator if any foaming caused by contamination occurs; moreover, 
the arm of the evaporator is pivotable. 
This module also provides a large storage space, a telescopic tray, 
a drawer and a compartment with integrated Hot Cabi. Furthermo-
re, it is equipped with a storage compartment for the magnifying 
lamp Flex and a holder for the lamp. The base modules and built-in 
modules are - of course - available in many noble decors suitable 
for a perfect presentation in your institute. The installation of an 
additional basin is also possible.
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Grundmodul-Rahmen
Schubladen-Modul

Schrank-Modul

Spa-Trolley HST K10-Modul

Unterschrank-Modul

Gharieni K10 Furniture Series 

available in three versions: incl. 2, 3 or 4 modules // individually 
customised built-in modules // optional available in many different 
decors // also available as a wash-stand base cabinet // installation 
of a worktop washbasin is possible

Gharieni K10 2-Part-Basic Module Frame               

height: 93 cm // width: 107 cm // depth: 60 cm
height: 36.6 in // width: 42.1 in // depth: 23.6 in 
K10 2-Part-Basic Module Frame from     -,--

Gharieni K10 3-Part-Basic Module Frame               

height: 93 cm // width: 157 cm // depth: 60 cm 
height: 36.6 in // width: 61.8 in // depth: 23.6 in 
K10 3-Part-Basic Module Frame from   -,--

Gharieni K10 4-Part-Basic Module Frame               

height: 93 cm // width: 207 cm // depth: 60 cm 
height: 36.6 in // width: 81.5 in // depth: 23.6 in   
K10 4-Part-Basic Module Frame from   -,--

Gharieni K10 Built-in Modules                       

Available modules: drawer module, cabinet module, base-cabinet 
module

Gharieni Podo-Trolley K10-Module

Gequipment trolley on castors - can therefore be pulled out of the 
respective module for customer treatment // large storage space // 
pull-out tray for foot care equipment // with drawers or folding compart-
ment // with and without UV compartment // available in many different 
decors
Podo-Trolley HST K10-Module from   -,--
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K10 2-Part-Basic Module Frame                     K10 3-Part-Basic Module Frame                    K10 4-Part-Basic Module Frame                     

Gharieni K10 Built-in Modules                    

Drawer Modules

Cabinet Modules

from  -,-- from  -,-- from  -,-- from  -,-- from  -,-- from  -,--

from  -,-- from  -,-- from  -,-- from  -,-- from  -,-- from  -,--

from  -,-- from  -,-- from  -,--

Podo-Trolley K10-Module
with UV compartment

from  -,-- from  -,--

Podo-Trolley K10-Module
without UV compartment

from  -,-- from  -,--
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Gharieni K10 Furniture Series- Handles

Choose the matching handle for your K 10 piece of furniture! Four 
different models of handles are available, e.g. embedded shell 
grips or bar handles made of metal or leather.

Shell Grips

Embedded handle // aluminium // chromium-plated, matt

Handle Strip

Attached handle strip // zinc die-casting // aluminium-coloured

Furniture Handle - Stainless Steel

Attached bar handle // stainless steel // matt brushed

Furniture Handle - Leather

Attached bar handle // zinc die-casting // chromium-plated, matt // 
leather-lining

Shell Grips Handle Strip Furniture Handle - Stainless Steel Furniture Handle - Leather
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K10 Presentation Furniture

Greatly improve your decor and design with K 10 display furniture 
by Gharieni. Upgrade and enhance the look of your rooms with a 
modern and puristic appearance of furnishings, with an extensive 
selection of wooden decors and discreet illumination.

Gharieni K10 Präsentationswand

dual coloured design optional // glass cover for theft prevention // 
different wooden finishes and colours available // illuminated frame 
optional // logo placement on front panel possible

height: 230 cm // width: 160 cm // shelving depth: 40 cm 

height: 90.6 in // width: 63.0 in // shelving depth: 15.7 in  

Gharieni K10 Presentation showcase

dual coloured design optional // glass cover for theft prevention 
// different wooden surfaces and colours available // illuminated 
frame optional // logo placement on front panel possible

height: 116 cm // width: 40 cm  // depth: 40 cm

height: 45.7 in // width:15.7 in // depth: 15.7 in

Price and delivery time on request

K10 Möbelserie
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K10 Reception Counters

A first impression is everlasting! Gharieni‘s distinct reception coun-
ters include all the necessities and more: sufficient storage space 
for equipment, additional storage space for miscellaneous equip-
ment, discreet illumination and a large frontal area for branding 
opportunities. A great selection of wooden finishes available for the 
2 different size reception counters.

dual coloured design // different wooden finishes and colours 
available // illuminated frame on the front (optional) // various dra-
wers and compartments for keyboard, computer and materials // 
drawers with Tip On technology

Gharieni K10 Reception Counter small

height: 90 cm // width: 120 cm // depth: 70 cm

height: 35.5 in // width: 47.2 in // depth: 27.6 in

Gharieni K10 Reception Counter large

height: 90 cm // width: 160 cm // depth: 70 cm

height: 35.5 in // width: 63 in // depth: 27.6 in

Price and delivery time on request
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CL Trolley

Gharieni CL Trolley

mobile preparations trolley // in modern semi metal optics // storage
compartments at the front // three drawers at the rear, terraced 
disposed // rail // available in different patterns // castors // device 
for seperately extractable facial tissues

height: approx 78 cm // width: approx 44 cm // depth: approx 67 cm

height: approx 30.7 in // width: approx 17.3 in // depth: approx 26.4 in

CL Trolley from  -,--
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Gharieni GlaStyle Equipment Trolley

equipment and preparations trolley // up to three swivelling glass 
décor trays with chrome border // light running castors // glass trays
height adjustable and swivelling // rail can be shortened // optionally
available with white or titanium base // magnifying lamp holder

dimensions of tray surface (oval): 35 x 56 cm (13.8 x 22.0 in)

GlaStyle Equipment Trolley in white or titanium
with 1 tray   -,--
with 2 trays   -,--
with 3 trays   -,-- 

DeLuxe Plus magnifying lamp 
white Art. 41833  -,--
titanium Art. 41834  -,--
Adapter for magnifying lamps   -,--

(Prices do not include lamp and decoration)
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Gharieni Square Trolley

mobile preparations trolley // lateral shelves // folding compartment
for waste and two shelves in the front area // handles on left and 
right // pull-out tray // available in differing décors // on castors

height: approx. 82 cm // width (without handle): 45 cm // width (incl.
handle): 54 cm // depth: 45 cm

height: approx. 32.3 in // width (without handle): 17.7 in // width (incl.
handle): 21.3 in // depth: 17.7 in

Square Trolley  from  -,--

(Prices do not include decoration)
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SmallMediumLarge

from  -,-- from  -,-- from  -,-- from  -,-- from  -,-- from  -,-- from  -,-- from  -,-- from  -,-- from  -,--

Gharieni MLX Trolley

multifunctional equipment trolley // wide range of versions and de-
signs available // possibility of combining high and low tip-on dra-
wers // circular grip // high quality castors

height: 76,5 cm (small), 88 cm (medium), 99 cm (large) // width wit-
hout grip: 45 cm // width incl. grip: 54 cm // depth: 45 cm

height: 30.1 in (small). 34.6 in (medium). 39.0 in (large) // width wit-
hout grip: 17.7 in // width incl. grip: 21.3 in // depth: 17.7 in

MLX Trolley Small from   
-,-- MLX Trolley Medium from   
-,-- MLX Trolley Large from   -,--

Additional tray from  -,--
with the framework for safe placing of products // removable // 
same decor as trolley // total height of the trolley increases by about 
12 cm (4.7 inch)
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Bild zeigt Sonderausstattung!

Gharieni MLX Display Trolley

optionally illuminated display for the eye-catching positioning of 
your preparations // lateral shelves // folding shelf and drawer in 
front section // available in differing décors // on castors

height: 99 cm // width (without handle): 45 cm // width (incl. handle):
54 cm // depth (without handle): 45 cm // depth (incl. handle): 54 cm

height: 39.0 in // width (without handle): 17.7 in // width (incl. handle):
21.3 in // depth (without handle): 17.7 in // depth (incl. handle): 21.3 in

MLX Display Trolley  from  -,--

(Prices do not include decoration)
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Gharieni MLX Podo Trolley

integrated compartment for a pedicure device // optional UV drawer 
// lamp bracket // light running castors // available in differing décors

height: 99 cm // width (without handle): 45 cm //  width (incl. handle):
54 cm // depth (without handle): 45 cm // depth (incl. handle): 54 cm

height: 39.0 in // width (without handle): 17.7 in //  width (incl. hand-
le): 21.3 in // depth (without handle): 17.7 in // depth (incl. handle): 
21.3 in 

MLX Podo Trolley  from  -,--

(Prices do not include decoration)
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Gharieni Lamica Wood Decor Equipment Trolley

with two wood décor trays
tray dimensions 41 x 64 cm // lower tray at 22 cm height // upper tray 
at 72 cm height

tray dimensions 16.1 x 25.2 in // lower tray at 8.7 in height // upper 
tray at 28.3 in height 

with titanium tubing Art. 42188TI  -,--
with chrome tubing Art. 42188CR  -,--
with black tubing Art. 42188SC  -,--

with three wood décor trays
tray area 41 x 64 cm // lower tray at 22 cm height // middle tray at 56 
cm height // upper tray at 90 cm height

tray area 16.1 x 25.2 in // lower tray at 8.7 in height // middle tray at 
22.0 in height // upper tray at 35.4 in height

with titanium tubing Art. 42189TI  -,--
with chrome tubing Art. 42189CR  -,--
with black tubing Art. 42189SC  -,--

drawer WoodDecor  Art. 42190H284  -,--

All of the trolleys in the DecorLine series can be extended with: 
Equipment storage Art. 41003  -,--
Lamp adapter Art. 41820  -,--
Water bowl incl. mount Art. 41180  -,--
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(Preise ohne Lupenlampen und Deko)

Gharieni Lamica Glass Decor Equipment Trolley

with two glass trays
tray area: 42 x 65 cm // lower tray at 22 cm height // upper tray at 
70 cm height
tray area: 16.5 x 25.6 in // lower tray at 8.7 in height // upper tray at 
27.6 in height

with titanium tubing Art. 42186TI  -,--
with chrome tubing Art. 42186CR  -,--
with black tubing Art. 42186SC  -,--

with three glass trays
tray area: 42 x 65 cm // lower tray at 22 cm height // middle tray at 
55 cm height // upper tray at 87 cm height
tray area: 16.5 x 25.6 in // lower tray at 8.7 in height // middle tray at 
21.7 in height // upper tray at 34.3 in height

with titanium tubing Art. 42187TI  -,--
with chrome tubing Art. 42187CR  -,--
with black tubing Art. 42187SC  -,--

device for drawer
with glass base Art. 42191  -,--
drawer DecorLine Art. 42190H103  -,--

Gharieni Lamica DecorLine Equipment Trolley

with two white trays
tray area 42 x 52 cm // lower tray at 22 cm height // upper tray at 
72 cm height
tray area 16.5 x 20.5 in // lower tray at 8.7 in height // upper tray at 
28.3 in height

with titanium tubing Art. 42180TI  -,--
with chrome tubing Art. 42180CR  -,--
with black tubing Art. 42180SC  -,--

with three white trays
tray area: 42 x 52 cm // lower tray at: 22 cm height // middle tray at: 56 
cm height // upper tray at: 90 cm height
tray area: 16.5 x 20.5 in // lower tray at: 8.7 in height // middle tray 
at: 22.0 in height // upper tray at: 35.4 in height

with titanium tubing Art. 42185TI  -,--
with chrome tubing Art. 42185CR  -,--
with black tubing Art. 42185SC  -,--

drawer DecorLine Art. 42190H103  -,--
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Cube Select
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Gharieni Equipment Trolley Cube Select

optionally available with a big drawer and two spacious interior sur-
faces or with two medium sized drawers // big light-running castors 
// high quality metal wood combination  //  in white or wenge décor  
// metal base: white, titanium, dark brown // additional décor versi-
ons possible

height: 74 cm // width: 41 cm // depth: 43 cm

height: 29.1 in // width: 16.1 in // depth: 16.9 in

Cube Select without castors  from  -,--
Cube Select with castors  from  -,--

Surcharge complete metal base in chrome  -,--

(Prices do not include equipment or decoration)

Gharieni Podiatry Furniture Cube Select

1 mid-size or 2 small drawers // compartment // small drawer incl. 
UV-light available // colours: white or Wenge décor // metallic foot 
in white, titanium-coloured, blackish-brown // casters have breaks 
// available in various décors

height: 74 cm // width: 41 cm // depth: 43 cm

height: 29.1 in // width: 16.1 in // depth: 16.9 in

Cube Select without castors  from  -,--
Cube Select with castors  from  -,--

Surcharge complete metal base in chrome  -,--
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Podo System

Gharieni Podo System

especially designed for podiatry // a customizable modular system 
with integrated appliances // with casters // the modules can be 
used as individually-working units // modules: glass-front cabinet 
with integrated pneumatically-powered micro motor, turbine, ex-
ternal suction and spray // compressor cabinet // drawer cabinet 
// cabinet with shelves // different decors of the surface available
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Gharieni Compressor-Module 

quiet operation due to an optimised noise reduction and the ultra 
low-noise compressor // powerful low-maintenance compressor with 
an output power of 103 litres per min. // 24-litres-container with 8 bar 
max. pressure // high-quality easy-running wheels // different decors 
available

height: 99 cm // width: 45 cm // depth: 57 cm

height: 39.0 in // width: 17.7 in // depth: 22.4 in

Compressor-Module from  -,--

(Prices do not include equipment or decoration)
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Gharieni Compressed Air Podo-Module

handpiece steplessly-adjustable up to 40,000 rpm // second hand-
piece with high-performance turbine steplessly adjustable up to 
400,000 rpm // 3-function-sprayer with water, air and spray nebu-
lisation // adjustable speed via foot control // change of direction 
via handpiece // telescopic, clearly arranged and structured front 
control panel // operated by an external compressed air system 
or via compressor cabinet // high-quality easy-running wheels // 
different decors available

micro motor: 12,000-40,000 rpm//turbine (contra-angle hand-
piece): up to 400,000 rpm//air requirement: 70 litres per min.

height: 99 cm // width: 40 cm // depth: 57 cm

height: 39.0 in // width: 15.7 in // depth: 22.4 in

Compressed Air Podo-Module from  -,--

(Prices do not include lamp and decoration)
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Gharieni EasyStore Shelf Module

mobile cabinet // flexible shelves // light running castors // use as a 
mobile solitary furniture or in a row of furniture // 50 different décors 

height: 97.5 cm // width: 40 cm // depth: 55 cm

height: 38.4 in // width: 15.7 in // depth: 21.7 in

EasyStore shelf module from  -,--
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Gharieni EasyStore-Schubladen-Modul 

mobile, modular drawer cabinet  //  number of drawer elements se-
lectable  //  up to five elements  //  light running castors 

height: 97.5 cm // width: 40 cm // depth: 55 cm

height: 38.4 in // width: 15.7 in // depth: 21.7 in

EasyStore drawers module from  -,--

Additional individual drawer element from  -,--

The EasyStore drawers module can be extended or reduced with
individual drawer elements.
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Gharieni EasyStore Shelf Module

mobile cabinet // flexible shelves // light running castors // use as a 
mobile solitary furniture or in a row of furniture // 50 different décors 

height: 97.5 cm // width: 40 cm // depth: 55 cm

height: 38.4 in // width: 15.7 in // depth: 21.7 in

EasyStore shelf module from  -,--
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Abbildungen und Farben können leicht abweichen und sind daher nicht verbindlich!

Für jeden das passende Design

All the prices of these high quality, elegant 
designer modules apply to the white or wenge 
décor. It is also possible to optionally choose
from over 50 additional wood and colour dé-
cors in matt or high gloss varnish and thereby 
find the suitable visuals for the corresponding 
practice. The chiropody system is especially 
elegant in the new „Ebony“ wood décor, for 
instance, a modern gloss wood visual effect.
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Gharieni Pedicure Cabinet GL 60 UV

telescopic footprint for various pedicure instruments // pocket with 
UV-light // two big drawers // 4 big rubberized casters (2 have breaks) 
// different decors available

width: 60 cm // depth: 41 cm // height: 79 cm

width: 23.6 in // depth: 16.1 in // height: 31.1 in

Pedicure Cabinet GL 60 UV // Art. 35123  from  -,--

(Prices do not include equipment or decoration)
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Art. 35121

Art. 35120

Art. 35117

Bild zeigt Sonderausstattung!

Gharieni Equipment Trolley GL 45

pull-out storage space for differing equipment // three shelves // four
big rubber castors, of which two braking // in white or wenge décor // 
further décors optional

width: 45 cm / depth: 40 cm / height: 80 cm

width: 17.7 in / depth: 15.7 in / height: 31.5 in

Art. 35121 from  -,--

Gharieni Equipment Trolley GL 60

pull-out storage space for differing equipment // three big shelves 
// four big rubber castors, of which two braking // in white or wenge 
décor // further décors optional

width: 60 cm / depth: 40 cm / height: 80 cm

width: 23.6 in / depth: 15.7 in / height: 31.5 in

Art. 35120 from  -,--

Gharieni Equipment Trolley Quadrat

pull-out storage space for equipment // two small 10 cm (3.9 in) 
shelves // one big 21 cm (8.3 in) shelf // four big rubber wheels 
of which two braking // in white or wenge décor // further décors 
optional

width: 40 cm / depth: 42 cm / height: 102 cm

width: 15.7 in / depth: 16.5 in / height: 40.2 in

Art. 35117 from  -,--

(Prices do not include equipment or decoration)
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Art. 42401Art. 42501

Art. 42512 Art. 42411

Gharieni Saddle Chair, Anatomical, Small* +

pneumatic height adjustment, 47 - 63 cm (18.5 - 24.8 in) // turning saddle chair // 5 castor safety base // 
rubber castors with roll stop function // comfortable upholstery // with tilting seat to take strain off thighs 
// washable and hard wearing cover // white or coloured synthetic leather 
Basic configuration with black base
Art. 42501 from  -,--

Gharieni Saddle Chair, Anatomical, Small* +

with long pneumatic spring, rest as Art. 42501 // pneumatic height adjustment, 56 - 80 cm (22.0 - 31.5 in)
Basic configuration with black base 
Art. 42498 from  -,--

Gharieni Saddle Chair, Anatomical, Small* Floating * +

swinging seat which responds to movements // in two versions (soft 
and medium) // pneumatic height adjustment, 47 - 63 cm (18.5 - 24.8 
in) // turning saddle chair // 5 castor safety base // rubber castors with 
roll stop function // hard wearing cover // synthetic leather cover in 
white or coloured 
Basic configuration with black base
Art. 42401W soft from  -,--
Art. 42401M medium from  -,--

Picture on right shows model with breathable high-tech fabric, 
black:
Surcharge:   -,--

Gharieni Saddle Chair, Anatomical, Large* +

with extra wide sitting surface // pneumatic height adjustment, 59 - 80 cm (23.2 - 31.5 in) // swivelling 
saddle chair 5 castor safety base // rubber castors with roll stop function // comfortable upholstery // 
washable and hard wearing cover // white or coloured synthetic leather cover

Basic configuration with black base
Art. 42512 from  -,--

Gharieni Saddle Chair, Anatomical, Large Air* +

with inflatable upholstery for more sitting comfort and prevention of 
pressure points // rest as Art. 42512 // upholstery: Synthetic leather, white

Basic configuration with black base
Art. 42412 from  -,--

Gharieni Saddle Chair, Anatomical, Large For Men* +

cut away at front side // rest as Art. 42512 
Basic configuration with black base
Art. 42411  from  -,--
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Hocker PU+

pneumatische Höhenverstellung 46 - 59,5 cm // ergonomisch geformter Sitz mit integrierter Rücken-
lehne aus PU //  5-Rollen-Sicherheitsfuß // gummierte Laufrollen mit Roll-Stop-Funktion // bequeme 
Polsterung und gepolsterte Rückenlehne // abwaschbare und strapazierfähige Oberfläche in Grau // 
auch mit Kunstlederbezug erhältlich

Grundausstattung mit schwarzem Fuß
Art. 42420 from  -,--

Stuhl PU mit Bananenlehne+

pneumatische Höhenverstellung 50 - 63 cm // runder Sitz und drehbare Rückenlehne aus PU // 
5-Rollen-Sicherheitsfuß // gummierte Laufrollen mit Roll-Stop-Funktion // bequeme Polsterung und  
gepolsterte Rückenlehne // abwaschbare und strapazierfähige Oberfläche in Grau 

Grundausstattung mit schwarzem Fuß

Stuhl mit ovalem Sitz*+

pneumatische Höhenverstellung 50 - 62 cm // drehbarer ovaler Sitz // 5-Rollen-Sicherheitsfuß // gum-
mierte Laufrollen mit Roll-Stop-Funktion // bequeme Polsterung // abwaschbarer und strapazierfähiger 
Bezug // Kunstlederbezug in Weiß oder farbig // optional mit Air-Floating-System für mehr Sitzkomfort 
und zur Vermeidung von Druckstellen 

Grundausstattung mit schwarzem Fuß
Art. 42515 from  -,-- 

Option: mit neigbarem Sitz zur Oberschenkelentlastung
Grundausstattung mit schwarzem Fuß
Art. 42516 from  -,--

Option:  mit Air-Floating-System
Grundausstattung mit schwarzem Fuß
Art. 42515AF from  -,--

Option:  mit Air-Floating-System und neigbarem Sitz
Grundausstattung mit schwarzem Fuß
Art. 42516AF from  -,--

Art. 42420 Art. 42430

Art. 42515

Gharieni PU Stool+

pneumatic height adjustment, 46 - 59.5 cm (18.1 - 23.4 in) // round seat and swivelling backrest from 
PU // 5 castor safety base // rubber castors with roll stop function // comfortable upholstery and uphol-
stered backrest // washable and hard wearing cover in grey

Basic configuration with black base
Art. 42420 from  -,--

Gharieni PU Chair with Curved Backrest+

pneumatic height adjustment, 50 - 63 cm (19.7 - 24.8 in) // round seat and swivelling backrest from PU 
// 5 castor safety base // rubber castors with roll stop function // comfortable upholstery and upholste-
red backrest // washable and hard wearing cover in grey 

Basic configuration with black base
Art. 42430 from  -,--

Gharieni Chair with Oval Seat*+

pneumatic height adjustment, 50 - 62 cm (19.7 - 24.4 in) // swivelling oval seat // 5 castor safety base 
// rubber castors with roll stop function // comfortable upholstery // washable and hard wearing cover 
// synthetic leather cover in white or coloured // optionally available with Air Floating System for more 
sitting comfort and avoidance of pressure points 

Basic configuration with black base
Art. 42515 from  -,-- 

Option: with tilting seat to take strain off thighs
Basic configuration with black base
Art. 42516 from  -,--

Option: with Air Floating system
Basic configuration with black base
Art. 42515AF from  -,--

Option: with Air Floating system and tilting seat
Basic configuration with black base
Art. 42516AF from  -,--
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Gharieni Chair Square

pneumatic height adjustment // swivelling square seat // comfortable upholstery // arm and backrest
// washable and hard wearing cover // synthetic leather cover in white or coloured // optionally availa-
ble with castors or fixed base // rubber castors with roll stop function

Price on enquiry 

Gharieni Chair Rondo

pneumatic height adjustment // swivelling round seat // comfortable upholstery // with backrest // 
washable and hard wearing cover // synthetic leather cover in white or coloured // optionally avail-
able with castors or fixed base // rubber castors with roll stop function

Price on enquiry 
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Art. 42555
Art. 42076Art. 42504

Art. 72100

Gharieni Small Chair without Armrests*+

pneumatic height adjustment, 47 - 60 cm (18.5 - 23.6 in) // swivelling square 
seat // comfortable upholstery and backrest // washable and hard wearing 
cover // synthetic leather cover in white or coloured // optionally available with 
castors or fixed base // rubber castors with roll stop function
Basic configuration with black base 
Art. 42504 from  -,--

with tilting sitting surface
Basic configuration with black base 
Art. 42507  from  -,-- 

Gharieni Small Chair with Armrests*+

pneumatic height adjustment, 40 - 53 cm (15.7 - 20.9 in) // swivelling square seat // 5 cross safety base 
without castors // comfortable upholstery and backrest // washable and hard wearing cover // Synthetic 
leather cover in white or coloured // optionally available with castors or fixed base
Art. 42555  from  -,--

Gharieni Makeup Chair with Armrests*

pneumatic height adjustment, 57 - 83 cm (22.4 - 32.7 in) // extra wide 5 cross safety base // wide cir-
cular foot rest // rest as 42555
Art. 42076  from  -,--

Gharieni Dental Type Chair with Curved Backrest* +

pneumatic height adjustment, 50 - 62 cm (19.7 - 24.4 in) // round seat and swivelling backrest // 5 castor 
safety base // rubber castors with roll stop function // comfortable upholstery and upholstered backrest 
// washable and hard wearing cover in white or coloured
Basic configuration with black base 
Art. 72100 from  -,--

with floating design (no picture): the sitting surface tilts back and forth due to the weight shift
Basic configuration with black base
Art. 72101 from  -,--
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Art. 42505

Art. 42506

Art. 42503

Art. 42502

Gharieni Chair with Round Seat* +

pneumatic height adjustment, 50 - 62 cm (19.7 - 24.4 in) // swivelling round seat // 5 castor safety base 
// rubber castors with roll stop function // comfortable upholstery // washable and hard wearing cover // 
synthetic leather cover in white or coloured

Basic configuration with black base
Art. 42505 from  -,-- 

Option: with tilting seat to take strain off thighs
Basic configuration with black base
Art. 42508 from  -,--

Gharieni Stool with Round Seat* +

pneumatic height adjustment, 50 - 62 cm (19.7 - 24.4 in) // swivelling round seat // 5 castor safety base 
// rubber castors with roll stop function // comfortable upholstery // washable and hard wearing cover // 
synthetic leather cover in white or coloured

Basic configuration with black base
Art. 42503 from  -,--

Gharieni Saddle Chair* +

pneumatic height adjustment, 50 - 62 cm (19.7 - 24.4 in) // swivelling saddle seat // 5 castor safety base 
// rubber castors with roll stop function // comfortable upholstery // washable and hard wearing cover 
in white or coloured

Basic configuration with black base
Art. 42506 from  -,--

Option: with tilting seat to take strain off thighs
Basic configuration with black base
Art. 42509 from  -,--

Gharieni Saddle Stool* +

pneumatic height adjustment, 50 - 62 cm (19.7 - 24.4 in) // swivelling saddle seat // 5 castor safety base 
// rubber castors with roll stop function // comfortable upholstery // washable and hard wearing cover 
in white or coloured

Basic configuration with black base
Art. 42502 from  -,--
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Art. 42518

Art. 42500

Foot Switch for Height Adjustment

to change the height of the seat with the foot // can be integrated in several models of stool
Art. 42518   -,--

Circular Foot Rest

On stools and chairs with this symbol * it is possible to select your personal favourite colour upholstery 
from our different trend colours. 
Art. 42500   -,-- 

*Colour Upholstery

On stools and chairs with this symbol * it is possible to select your personal favourite colour upholstery from
our different trend colours. 
Colour surcharge stool**  -,--
Colour surcharge chair**  -,--

**A double surcharge applies to colours from the Ferrari colour chart.

+Colour Castor Base

Available in
black                                                                included in the price
chrome  -,-- 
titanium  -,--

Accessories for Stools and Chairs

Universal stool cover
white, choco, creme Art. 42520  -,--
 
Chair backrest cover
white, choco, creme Art. 42530   -,--
 
Stool cover for saddle seat, anatomical, large
white, choco, creme Art. 42523   -,--
 
For saddle seat chair please order 2 x Art. 42530!
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DevicesDevices

Chiropody



Case with Drill Alfa Spray QUANTUS 40T

Alfa Spray QUANTUS 40T // professional transport case Universal 
incl. supplementary trolley // LED-Slimline work lamp  

Case with Drill Alfa Spray QUANTUS 40T   -,--
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Alfa Spray QUANTUS 40T

Integrated Intramatic spray guide // New medical pump technology // 
Ergonomically shaped, light handpiece // 40,000 rpm // 3 dimmable 
LEDs on the handpiece // Stand-by switch on the handpiece for all 
functions // Brushless handpiece actuator // touch display // Memory 
function (memory for speed and spray intensity) // Dynamic adjust-
ment of the stroke length (spray image) by software control

height: 14 cm // width: 28.4 cm // depth: 26.5 cm

height: 5.5 in // width: 11.2 in // depth: 26.5 in

Art. 33200  -,--

Art. 33144

Art. 33200

Art. 35232Art. 35231

Accessories:

Foot Control
steplessly-adjustable rpm

Art. 33144  -,--

Professional Transport Case Universal

lockable // mounting system for installing a work lamp // external 
energy connection and inboard double socket outlet // removable 
instrument box with partition element // fixing for the handpiece // 
empty weight with/without supplementary trolley: approx. 4.5 kg 
(10 lbs)/approx. 5.7 kg (13 lbs)

height with/without supplementary trolley: 18 cm/22 cm // width: 47 
cm // depth: 39 cm

height with/without supplementary trolley: 7.1 in/8.7 in // width: 18.5 
in // depth: 15.4 in

Art. 35231  -,--

Supplementary Trolley for Professional Trans-
port Case Universal

Art. 35232  -,--
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CASE WITH DRILL ALFA SPRAY QUANTUS 40T



Case with Drill Alfa Air QUANTUS 50

Alfa Air QUANTUS 50 // professional transport case Universal incl. 
supplementary trolley // LED-Slimline work lamp  

Case with Drill Alfa Air QUANTUS 50  -,--

Accessories:

Foot Control
steplessly-adjustable rpm

Art. 33144  -,--

Fleece dust bag

Micro fine dust filter according to BIA test standard // for the se-
paration of health-endangering and carcinogenic substances of 
groups II and III // according to the professional association filter 
regulation according to ZH 1/487 99.9 % of the invisible micro fine 
dust remains in this textured depth filter // antimicrobial and bio-
compatible coating destroys micro organisms in the grinding dust // 
unpleasant odours are avoided

Art. 33143-3 3 pcs  -,--
Art. 33143-5 5 pcs  -,--
Art. 33143-10 10 pcs  -,--
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Alfa Air QUANTUS 50

from approx. 5,000 to 40,000 rpm // connectible LED-illuminated 
handpiece // adjustable light intensity // LED-lighting in the back sec-
tion of the handpiece for identifying standby-mode // big touch-display 
with indications of each function // suction filter control-system // com-
bined memory functions (suction and rpm) // standby-switch on hand-
piece // steplessly-adjustable rpm-control // clockwise/anticlockwise 
rotation // quiet and smooth-running operation // power of brushless 
suction-turbine: 50 W // max. 52 dBA // volume of dust bag: approx. 
296 cm3 // weight of the appliance: approx. 2.8 kg (6 lbs)

height: 14 cm // width: 28.4 cm // depth: 26.5 cm

height: 5.5 in // width: 11.2 in // depth: 10.4 in

Art. 33195  -,-- 

Art. 33144

Art. 33195

Art. 35232Art. 35231

Art. 33143

Professional Transport Case Universal

lockable // mounting system for installing a work lamp // external 
energy connection and inboard double socket outlet // removable 
instrument box with partition element // fixing for the handpiece // 
empty weight with/without supplementary trolley: approx. 4.5 kg 
(10 lbs)/approx. 5.7 kg (13 lbs)

height with/without supplementary trolley: 18 cm/22 cm // width: 47 
cm // depth: 39 cm

height with/without supplementary trolley: 7.1 in/8.7 in // width: 18.5 
in // depth: 15.4 in

Art. 35231  -,--

Supplementary Trolley for Professional Trans-
port Case Universal

Art. 35232  -,--
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CASE WITH DRILL ALFA AIR QUANTUS 50 



Case with Drill Alfa Air Pro 30d

Alfa Air Pro 30d // professional transport case incl. supplementary 
trolley // LED Slimline work lamp // folding stool // leg support (colour 
on demand)

Case with Drill Alfa Air Pro 30d  -,--

Accessories:

Foot Control
steplessly-adjustable rpm

Art. 33144  -,--

Fleece Dust Bags
micro fine-particulate air filter according to BIA test standard // the 
filter separates harmful and carcinogenic class II and III materials 
// according to the filter-regulation of the German trade association 
(ZH 1/487), 99.9% of the invisible fine-particulate air are caught 
by this textured depth-filter // the anti-microbial and biocompatible 
coating eliminates microorganisms having remained in the swarf // 
certified by European and US-authorities // unpleasant smells are 
avoided

Art. 33143 1 pc.  -,--
Art. 33143 5 pc.  -,--
Art. 33143 10 pc.  -,--
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Art. 33143Art. 33144

Art. 33130

Art. 35232Art. 35231

Alfa Air Pro 30d
membrane keypad (soft keys) with digital display // standby func-
tion // Medically proven filter system // steplessly-adjustable suc-
tion with 2-level and strong turbine // steplessly-adjustable up to 
30,000 rpm // clockwise/anticlockwise rotation // micro motor and 
suction motor separately-adjustable // quiet and smooth-running 
operation // power consumption: 400 W // max. 68 dBA // vacuum: 
80 mbar/80 cm H2O // volume of dust bag: approx. 250 cm3 // weight 
of the appliance: approx. 3.1 kg (7 lbs) 

height: 12.4 cm // width: 21.2 cm // depth: 22.2 cm

height: 4.9 in // width: 8.3 in // depth: 8.7 in

Art. 33130  -,--

Professional Transport Case Universal
lockable // mounting system for installing a work lamp // external 
energy connection and inboard double socket outlet // removable 
instrument box with partition element // fixing for the handpiece // 
empty weight with/without supplementary trolley: approx. 4.5 kg 
(10 lbs)/approx. 5.7 kg (10 lbs)

height with/without supplementary trolley: 18 cm/22 cm // width: 47 
cm // depth: 39 cm

height with/without supplementary trolley: 7.1 in/8.7 in // width: 18.5 
in // depth: 15.4 in

Art. 35231  -,--

Supplementary Trolley for Professional Trans-
port Case Universal
Art. 35232  
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CASE WITH DRILL ALFA AIR PRO 30D 



Alfa Air QUANTUS

A quantum leap in suction technology

Higher, faster, further - this is the principle in the area of sports. 
This means, when applied to pedicure: quieter, stronger, lighter. 
The new Alfa Air Quantus combines each of these skills.

QUIETER

The appliance is one of the quietest ones (only 52dBA) on the pe-
dicure market. You have to listen twice to find out whether the ap-
pliance is operating.

STRONGER

Operating with brushless micro motors, the appliance provides 
5,000 to 30,000 resp. 40,000 rpm optimum torques. No „slipping“ 
of the milling, no „sticking“ of the micro motor even at low speeds 
with a bigger milling diameter.

Moreover, the brushless suction motor provides both a long service 
life (therefore 3 years guarantee) and an efficient suction capacity.

LIGHTER

The appliance is a real „lightweight“ as it is not equipped with hea-
vy turbines for the suction due to its revolutionary suction technolo-
gy. This weight advantage provides much joy with regard to mobile 
pedicure and reduced workload in particular.

Alfa Air QUANTUS 50

from approx. 5,000 to 40,000 rpm // connectible LED-illuminated 
handpiece // adjustable light intensity // LED-lighting in the back sec-
tion of the handpiece for identifying standby-mode // big touch-display 
with indications of each function // suction filter control-system // com-
bined memory functions (suction and rpm) // standby-switch on hand-
piece // steplessly-adjustable rpm-control // clockwise/anticlockwise 
rotation // quiet and smooth-running operation // power of brushless 
suction-turbine: 50 W // max. 52 dBA // volume of dust bag: approx. 
296 cm3 // weight of the appliance: approx. 2.8 kg (6 lbs) 

height: 14 cm // width: 28.4 cm // depth: 26.5 cm

height: 5.5 in // width: 11.2 in // depth: 10.4 in

Art. 33195  -,-- 
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Alfa Air QUANTUS 30

from approx. 5,000 to 30,000 rpm // suction filter control-system // 
LED display of each function // membrane keypad with soft-key opera-
tion // memory functions (suction capacity and rpm) // brushless micro 
motor //  LED-lighting for identifying standby-mode // standby-switch 
on the handpiece // steplessly-adjustable rpm-control // clockwise/an-
ticlockwise rotation // quiet and smooth-running operation // power of 
brushless suction-turbine: 50 W // max 52 dBA // weight of the appli-
ance: approx. 2.8 kg (6 lbs) 

height: 14 cm // width: 28.4 cm // depth: 26.5 cm

height: 5.5 in // width: 11.2 in // depth: 10.4 in

Art. 33190  -,-- 

Alfa Spray QUANTUS 40T

Integrated INTRAmatic spray guide // new medicine pump techno-
logy // Ergonomically shaped, lightweight handpiece // 40,000 rpm 
// 3 infinitely dimmable LEDs on the handpiece // standby switch 
for all functions on the handpiece // brushless micro motor // touch 
display // memory function (memory for speed & spray intensity) // 
dynamic adjustment of the stroke length (spray) by software control

height: 14 cm // width: 28.4 cm // depth: 26.5 cm

height: 5.5 in // width: 11.2 in // depth: 10.4 in

Art. 33200  -,-- 
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SURGICAL DRILLS



Art. 33148

Hybrid AirSpray Pro 40d

from approx. 2,000 to 40,000 rpm (both handpieces) // steplessly-
adjustable rpm-control // clockwise/anticlockwise rotation // motor 
and spray intensity separately-adjustable // quiet and smooth-running 
operation // volume of container: approx. 400 ml // max. suction ca-
pacity: approx. 600 litres/min. // max. 68 dBA // volume of dust bag: 
approx. 250 cm3 // weight of the appliance: approx. 5.1 kg (11 lbs) // 
spray-handpiece with 3 LEDs // adjustable light intensity 

height: 15 cm // width: 32 cm // depth: 23 cm

height: 5.9 in // width: 12.6 in // depth: 9.1 in

Art. 33148  -,--
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Art. 33158

Art. 33130

Alfa Spray Pro 40d

from approx. 2,000 to 40,000 rpm // steplessly-adjustable rpm-
control // clockwise/anticlockwise rotation // motor and spray inten-
sity separately-adjustable // quiet and smooth-running operation 
// volume of container: approx. 400 ml // weight of the appliance: 
approx. 3.5 kg (8 lbs) 

height: 14 cm // width: 27 cm // depth: 18.5 cm

height: 5.5 in // width: 10.6 in // depth: 7.3 in

Art. 33158  -,--

Alfa Air Pro 30d

up to 30,000 rpm // steplessly-adjustable rpm-control // clockwise/
anticlockwise rotation // motor and spray intensity separately-ad-
justable // power of the suction motor: up to 350 W // quiet and 
smooth-running operation // max. suction capacity: approx. 600 
litres/min. // max. 68 dBA // volume of dust bag: approx. 250 cm3 //  
weight of the appliance: approx. 3.3 kg (7 lbs) 

height: 12.4 cm // width: 21.2 cm // depth: 22.2 cm

height: 4.9 in // width: 8.3 in // depth: 8.7 in

Art. 33130  -,--
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Art. 33185

Art. 33180

We have designed a new device series especially suitable 
to be used in treatment cabins relevant to the increased de-
mands of the continuously changing pedicure market. To 
ensure maximum noise reduction is the most important char-
acteristic for appliances to be used in studios or wellness-fa-
cilities.
Such an appliance is equipped with a low-noise suction mo-
tor (below 60 dBA) while providing optimum suction capacity.
The appliance is available in three versions:

Alfa Air Pro 40dsl

from 2,000 to 40,000 rpm // steplessly-adjustable rpm // hand-
piece with integrated suction and deactivation // clockwise/coun-
ter-clockwise rotation // 4 memory functions (for suction capacity 
and rpm) // membrane keypad with big display and operating hours 
counter // additional USB-port for a small lamp or cell phone with 
USB-port // each appliance with USB-port is applicable // brush-
less micro motor with handpiece incl. light // sufficient illumination 
of the milling area by integrated LEDs // the light is connectible // 
power of the suction turbine: up to 300 W // suction capacity: 730 
litres/min. // max. 62 dBA // volume of dust bag: 296 cm3 // weight of 
the appliance: approx. 4.0 kg (9 lbs) 

height: 12.5 cm // width: 32.0 cm // depth: 22.0 cm

height: 4.9 in // width: 12.6 in // depth: 8.7 in

Alfa Air Pro 40dsl // Art. 33185  -,--

Alfa Air Pro 40ds

from 2,000 to 40,000 rpm // steplessly-adjustable rpm // handpiece 
with integrated suction and deactivation // clockwise/counter-clock-
wise rotation // 4 memory functions (for suction capacity and rpm) 
// membrane keypad with big display and operating hours counter 
// additional USB-port for a small lamp or cell phone with USB-port 
// each appliance with USB-port is applicable // brushless micro 
motor // power of the suction turbine: up to 300 W // suction capa-
city: 730 litres/min. // max. 62 dBA // volume of dust bag: 296 cm3 // 
weight of the appliance: approx. 4.0 kg (9 lbs)

height: 12.5 cm // width: 32.0 cm // depth: 22.0 cm

height: 4.9 in // width: 12.6 in // depth: 8.7 in

Alfa Air Pro 40ds // Art. 33180  -,--
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Art. 33170

Art. 33161 Art. 33162

Alfa Air Pro 30ds

from 2,000 to 30,000 rpm // steplessly-adjustable rpm // hand-
piece with integrated suction and deactivation // clockwise/coun-
ter-clockwise rotation // 3 memory functions // membrane keypad 
with big display and operating hours counter // power of the suction 
turbine: up to 300 W // suction capacity: 730 litres/min. // max. 62 
dBA // volume of dust bag: 296 cm3 // weight of the appliance: ap-
prox. 4.0 kg (9 lbs) 

height: 12.5 cm // width: 32.0 cm // depth: 22.0 cm

height: 4.9 in // width: 12.6 in // depth: 8.7 in

Alfa Air Pro 30ds // Art. 33170  -,--
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Moers, Germany | Sales + Showroom // Gharieni Group GmbH • Gutenbergstr. 40 • D-47443 Moers  

Moers, Germany | Distribution + Service // Gharieni Group GmbH • Am Schürmannshütt  24 • D-47441 Moers  

Tel: +49 - (0) 28 41 - 88 300 - 0 • Fax: +49 - (0) 28 41 - 88 300 - 333 • www.gharieni.com • info@gharieni.com

Ettlingen | Germany // Gharieni Süd GmbH • Siemensstr. 11 • D-76275  Ettlingen  

Tel: +49-(0)72 43-33 22-363 • Fax: +49-(0)72 43-33 22-391 • ettlingen@gharieni.com

Nederweert | BeNeLux // Gharieni Nederland BV • Hulsenweg 14 • NL-6031SP Nederweert  

Tel: +31 (0) 495 - 63 30 36 • Fax: +31 (0) 495 - 62 66 63 • www.gharieni.nl • info@gharieni.nl 

Belfort | France // Gharieni France SARL • 5 Rue Jacqueline Auriol • F-90000 Belfort

Tel: +33 (0) 3 39 03 39 47 • Fax.: +33 (0) 3 39 03 39 48 • www.gharieni.fr • info@gharieni.fr

Dubai | VAE // Gharieni Middle East FZ-LLC   Dubai Design District D3   Building 1   Office B208   Dubai

Tel: +971 (0) 4 2 76 67 34   www.gharieni.ae    info@gharieni.ae 

Aventura | USA // Gharieni USA Inc. • JW Marriott Miami Turnberry Resort & Spa • 19999 West Country Club Drive 

Aventura Florida 33180 • Tel: +1 (855) 378 4772 • www.gharieni.com • info@gharieni.com


